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ANNOUNCEMENTS 

- Darrell has the "how to do an English accent" tape, but he needs a cassette player... 
anyone able to help him out? 
- Usman: research how to make a gin martini 
- Dan: learn some tai chi moves 
- Remember, whoever offered, to find out how to solve a Rubik’s Cube (we'll get one 
soon) 

SETS 

- Bar scene (4.2) using James's and Nicol's desks to form a "V" pointed downstage.... 
about half way between center stage and the stage right wall 

COSTUMES 

- Coat for Sara for airport scene (1.1), it's the same as what she has for 1.2 

LIGHTS 

- Need a go-bo for painting in the church on page 57 

SOUND 

- Lowell and Sara's bedroom scene recorded 
- Also, let's record the bathroom scene 3.3 (there might be some lines that Lowell will 
speak on stage) 
- Leah and Kenny, what is the word about when during the 3rd week you want to record 
these scenes? During rehearsals, outside of rehearsals? Tell me times and I can ask 
Youngsun and Adam about availability. 

PROPS 

- American passport and plane ticket for Lowell (we need these for Monday) for airport 
scene 1.1 



- 2 pillows, sheet, comforter (it would be awesome if you could get these for Monday) 
- Nicol will smoke, needs cigarettes and lighter (ashtray?) 
- Some little, tiny espresso spoons 
- Restaurant napkins (compared to bar napkins) 
- Rubik’s Cube (as soon as you can get one, we need to have it so that we can get 
someone to solve it) 
- Tour book for Lowell scene 4.2 
- The bartender needs a bar rag, a white cloth napkin to drape over his arm, a Bombay 
Sapphire gin bottle (essential), and a vermouth bottle (negotiable if you can't find it) 
- Paul also has some sort of briefcase at the observatory bar scene 4.2, I forgot to mention 
it in rehearsals, so I don't know details about it 

OTHER 

Zolas: 

Hui Ying - mother with baby and stroller 

Usman - workman 



